Questions about upcoming race season.
Will ERP open as scheduled on April 18 ?
With things changing daily and even hourly we have no solid answer for this. With major
events even in May being cancelled only time will tell but we want to be open as soon as
those in authority will let us.
Is there anything that is being done at the track this spring that we can use some help
getting done ?
Yes there are several projects that we are working on at the track that we would welcome
some volunteer help with this year. With the loss of so many races to weather last year
and a very uncertain start to this season, we are moving ahead with some projects but
have to do these with minimal cash investment. Here are some things we would like to
get done before opening this season.
1. Repairs to return road. There are lots of issues but concentrating on replacing the
area by the ET shack and other smaller areas to the east of this area. We need to
cut asphalt in these areas, remove the bad asphalt with a small backhoe or skid
loader, and haul away to the old pond. Anyone with equipment and some time to
help with this would be great. We can use some help getting this area ready for
concrete, and if anyone has some re- rod or access to some for a reasonable cost
let us know. Working with a couple of options to get concrete work done.
2. We had plans to start replacing our guardrail with concrete barriers but finances
will not permit this to happen at this time. We do need to push guardwall posts
down (something we have to do every 2 to 3 years) and replace some posts as
well. This requires a small backhoe with a vibrator attachment and one or 2
persons to assist the backhoe operator. Then tighten all guardwall bolts. (Have
equipment for this)
3. Patching more minor areas of bad asphalt with asphalt cold patch. We have the
equipment and patching material to do this.
4. Tree trimming and general cleanup especially tree branches.
5. Rolling grass areas with lawn roller. (We have equipment just takes quite a bit of
time)
6. We would like to do some asphalt crack filling in shut down area and sealcoat the
center of the track and restripe the center lines. We have someone to do the
striping, anyone that has access to good paint to do this would be great !
Anyone willing to help with any of these please contact Gerald at 641-780-3534 or email
manager@eddyvilleraceway.com. Some projects are time and weather sensitive, most
can be any day of the week whatever works for anyone volunteering. We will provide
drinks and food to any volunteers. (Probably Casey pizza since restaurants are closed)
Thanks in advance !

